Serger Seminole Flatlock Stocking
1.Flatlock 2 1/2" strips together using a wide
flatlock and decorative thread in the upper
looper. Cut the created flatlock fabric in 2
1/2" strips and stagger to reserge using
flatlock.

2. Cut the stocking and lining from the flatlock fabric and 3 extra lining
pieces. (one will be the stocking back side) Cut the stock shapes from the
Fusible fleece and bond fleece to the backside of 2 lining
pieces. Place right sides together and serge and create the
stocking using three thread wide serger stitch. Create the
lining the same way.

3. Place the lining wrong side out ito the stocking which
is turned right side out. Pin the top edge of the stocking to
the lining and serge around the top edge to hold it using
your wide 3 thread serge stitch.

4. Create a cuff about 8" X 5". Serge the short edge right sides together to form a circle. Press the
circle in half so the right side is showing to form a cuff. Fit the cuff inside the stocking and sew
the cuff to the top edge with a wide 3 thread stitch.

5. Pull the cuff up and fold the cuff over the serge seam to finish.
6. Using 2- 2 1/2" strips X 45" place them wrong
sides together and narrow roll serge one edge. Taper
the start and stop ends from 1/2" to 2 1/2" for a more
natural look in your finished rose. The rose is formed
by pulling up the cord to gather the bottom edge.
Feed a crochet cord through a serger cording foot or
the cording hole in a serger foot. Serger over the cord
so you can pull the cord to gather the fabric strip. The
rose is finished by rolling the rose to form the bud.
You can tack the finished shape in place.

